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WarningWarning
All audiences should read the proclamation of using All audiences should read the proclamation of using 
this maintenance instruction manual carefully before this maintenance instruction manual carefully before 
view the content of maintenance instruction manual.view the content of maintenance instruction manual.

APS Paintball Limited

Proclamation of using this maintenance instruction Proclamation of using this maintenance instruction 
manualmanual

•• The term "APS" or "us" or "we" refers to APS Paintball The term "APS" or "us" or "we" refers to APS Paintball 
Limited. The term "you" refers to the user of this Limited. The term "you" refers to the user of this 
maintenance instruction manual (known as maintenance instruction manual (known as ““manualmanual””).).

•• The manual is a reference and information, which is made The manual is a reference and information, which is made 
for person who has been trained and authorized to handle for person who has been trained and authorized to handle 
and repair Real Action Marker (known as and repair Real Action Marker (known as ““RAMRAM””) or its ) or its 
related accessories. For if person who is not trained and related accessories. For if person who is not trained and 
authorized to handle and repair RAM or its related authorized to handle and repair RAM or its related 
accessories, please do not attempt to repair RAM or its accessories, please do not attempt to repair RAM or its 
related accessories yourself. We do not bear any related accessories yourself. We do not bear any 
indemnification, liability and responsibility for the damage or indemnification, liability and responsibility for the damage or 
defective of the RAM or serious injury resulted from defective of the RAM or serious injury resulted from 
repairing the RAM without trained and authorization. repairing the RAM without trained and authorization. 

Safety precautionSafety precaution

•• For everyone authorized person who attempt to repair our For everyone authorized person who attempt to repair our 
RAM and its related accessories, please make sure any RAM and its related accessories, please make sure any 
protective equipments (especially mask or goggle) at all protective equipments (especially mask or goggle) at all 
time while repairing. time while repairing. 

•• Unless using cylinder tests the pressure of the RAM, the Unless using cylinder tests the pressure of the RAM, the 
cylinder should not be installed onto the Marker while cylinder should not be installed onto the Marker while 
repairing. It decreases the risk and aim to be safe.repairing. It decreases the risk and aim to be safe.

BB--SeriesSeries
Maintenance ProceduresMaintenance Procedures

BB--Series RAMSeries RAM

BB--series RAM series RAM 
DisassemblingDisassembling
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Remove the sling buckleRemove the sling buckle Take out the sling buckle and the locking pinTake out the sling buckle and the locking pin Remove the magazine tube coverRemove the magazine tube cover

Remove the front sightRemove the front sight Remove the screw of the fore end hand guardRemove the screw of the fore end hand guard Take out the magazine spring unitTake out the magazine spring unit
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Screw out the magazine tubeScrew out the magazine tube Remove the cocking handle and Remove the cocking handle and springcockingspringcocking handlehandle Remove the barrelRemove the barrel

Remove the locking pin of the body groupRemove the locking pin of the body group Take out the body groupTake out the body group Remove the cocking handle bar and spring (behind the Remove the cocking handle bar and spring (behind the 
cocking handle bar)cocking handle bar)
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Remove the screwRemove the screw Remove the screw (on left and right)Remove the screw (on left and right) Remove the trigger unitRemove the trigger unit

Remove the screwRemove the screw Disassemble the Launching UnitDisassemble the Launching Unit Remove the Launching RodRemove the Launching Rod
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Take out the Launching RodTake out the Launching Rod

Repair the Repair the 
Launching Launching 

CompartmentCompartment
Gas chamber Gas chamber -- In case hearing gas leaking In case hearing gas leaking 

sound from the steel windpipesound from the steel windpipe

OO--Ring Change a new ORing Change a new O--ringring

Change this OChange this O--ring if necessaryring if necessary

Repair the gas ready Repair the gas ready 
indicatorindicator

In case the gas is leakingIn case the gas is leaking

Remove the thimbleRemove the thimble
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Shown as pictureShown as picture Gas Ready IndicatorGas Ready Indicator Take out the indicator pinTake out the indicator pin

Change new OChange new O--rings of the indicator pinrings of the indicator pin

Damage

New

End of the Maintenance ProceduresEnd of the Maintenance Procedures

•• Assembling the parts and unitsAssembling the parts and units

•• Apply few drops of lubricant oil into the marker core if necessaApply few drops of lubricant oil into the marker core if necessary. ry. 

•• Please be noticed that it is necessary to check the trigger and Please be noticed that it is necessary to check the trigger and its its 
trigger bar (L714) position. It should be pulled outward to the trigger bar (L714) position. It should be pulled outward to the rear of rear of 
hammer hook (L419), not under it. hammer hook (L419), not under it. 

General General 
Maintenance on Maintenance on 

RAMRAM
(Apply to RAM68 only)(Apply to RAM68 only)
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Gas is leakingGas is leaking

•• From Gas Chamber (Launching Compartment) From Gas Chamber (Launching Compartment) –– After releasing After releasing 
CO2 into the Marker Core, gas is leaking from the Launching CO2 into the Marker Core, gas is leaking from the Launching 
compartment or Barrel. It means Ocompartment or Barrel. It means O--ring (L427) and (L428) does ring (L427) and (L428) does 
not seal it well. It should be changed a new one. not seal it well. It should be changed a new one. 

•• From Gas Indicator From Gas Indicator –– After installed the cylinder and started After installed the cylinder and started 
releasing CO2 into the Marker Core, the gas indicator will be releasing CO2 into the Marker Core, the gas indicator will be 
come out. come out. 

Paintball Marker does not functionPaintball Marker does not function

•• First of all, check the gas supply status (i.e. gas indicator); First of all, check the gas supply status (i.e. gas indicator); Check Check 
the safety catch has been switched on or off (Press the safety cthe safety catch has been switched on or off (Press the safety catch atch 
from right to left if preparing to shoot); Cock the fore end hanfrom right to left if preparing to shoot); Cock the fore end hand guard d guard 
once. once. 

•• If Paintball Maker does not function after all the above proceduIf Paintball Maker does not function after all the above procedures res 
have been finished, check the chamber if there is any projectilehave been finished, check the chamber if there is any projectiles s 
inside and they are loaded well. If the chamber does not have aninside and they are loaded well. If the chamber does not have any y 
projectiles but the bolt release catch is switched to off (rear)projectiles but the bolt release catch is switched to off (rear) position, position, 
the Paintball Marker does not function either. Please press the the Paintball Marker does not function either. Please press the bolt bolt 
release catch to on (front) position. If Paintball Marker had berelease catch to on (front) position. If Paintball Marker had been en 
disassembled before, it is necessary to check the trigger and itdisassembled before, it is necessary to check the trigger and its s 
trigger bar (L714) position. It should be pulled outward to the trigger bar (L714) position. It should be pulled outward to the rear of rear of 
hammer hook (L419), not under it. hammer hook (L419), not under it. 

Projectile is not loadedProjectile is not loaded

•• First check the chamber has any projectiles inside. Then check tFirst check the chamber has any projectiles inside. Then check the he 
Pull Bar Locking sheet (L408) is too tight. If it is too tight iPull Bar Locking sheet (L408) is too tight. If it is too tight it jams the t jams the 
projectile.projectile.

Fore end hand guard does not functionFore end hand guard does not function

•• If the fore end hand guard cannot be pulled smoothly, check the If the fore end hand guard cannot be pulled smoothly, check the 
chamber tube (L108A). Check the pit at the bottom of the chamberchamber tube (L108A). Check the pit at the bottom of the chamber. . 
Make sure it is aligned with the screw thread of the fore end haMake sure it is aligned with the screw thread of the fore end hand nd 
guard. If it is not aligned, it causes rugged.guard. If it is not aligned, it causes rugged.

End of the maintenance End of the maintenance 
instruction manualinstruction manual
For any questions, please contact:For any questions, please contact:

APSAPS--USA LLCUSA LLC
Tel: (1) 720 747 7782 Tel: (1) 720 747 7782 Fax: (1) 720 747 7784Fax: (1) 720 747 7784

APS Paintball LimitedAPS Paintball Limited
Tel: (852) 2409 4466 Tel: (852) 2409 4466 Fax: (852) 2409 9632Fax: (852) 2409 9632
EE--mail: mail: aps@apsram.comaps@apsram.com Website: Website: www.apsram.comwww.apsram.com


